Now FlexTrak can be used in non-level environments. A frame made with our FlexTrak Channels and our new Channel Spreaders can be leveled with traditional dolly track wedges. Because FlexTrak has no seams, leveling does not need to be as precise as it does with traditional track, which greatly reduces set-up time. Simply place the end of each channel into the plastic receptacle on each spreader to create the frame, then position the FlexTrak into the channels.

Block mid-point of channel to prevent bending under heavy load.

Place wedges beneath spreaders to level.

You can purchase any combination of channels and spreaders. For every 3’ of length to be leveled you will need 2 channels. A spreader is placed at each joint, plus one on each end, so you will need one more spreader than the total number of pairs of channel. For example, an 18’ run needs 6 pairs of channel (12 pieces) and 7 spreaders.

For use with one piece of 40’ FlexTrack:
10 Track Channels
and 6 Spreaders
Total 15’ run

For use with two pieces of 40’ FlexTrack:
26 Track Channels
and 14 Spreaders
Total 39’ run